
Tyler’s Big Trip
Dear Diary,

I am packing up my things. Tomorrow, my family 
are going to be moving all the way from Alaska 
to our new home in Florida. 

I don’t know much about Florida. I know that it 
is always cold in Alaska so I have put my coats, 

jumpers and hats into my bag, just in case.

Driving to the new house is going to take about a week 
because we will have to keep stopping. I hope I see lots of exciting places.

Love Tyler.

Dear Diary,

We are about half way across America now and we have just stopped in 
Kansas. 

I have seen some great things! My favourite was when we drove past the 
huge lakes. We ever saw a big, brown bear at the side of the road! 

We only have two days left until we get to Florida. Dad says we can drive 
through Atlanta and go to the zoo. I can’t wait! This has been the best road 
trip ever.

Love Tyler.

 
 

Step 2 Developing Reading Skills

Q1: What is the weather like in Alaska? Tick one answer.

  always cold     hot and sunny   

  sometimes hot     a little bit cool   

Q2: Where is Tyler moving to?
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Tyler’s Big Trip

Dear Diary,

We have just got to our new home in Florida. 
I am sweating! I can’t believe I packed my coats 
and jumpers. I am never going to wear them again!

Our new house is right next to the beach. We did not have a 
sandy beach like this in Alaska. I can see the waves from my 
bedroom window. I cannot wait to go.

I think I am going to like it here.

Love Tyler.

Q5: What is the weather like in Florida? How do you know?

  
  
 

Q3: What has Tyler seen so far on his trip? Circle two answers.

lakes Florida Atlanta zoo a bear

Q4: Find and copy two words that describe the bear.

   

Q6: What do you think that Tyler will do first in Florida?
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Step 2 Developing Reading Skills

Tyler’s Big Trip Answers
Q1: What is the weather like in Alaska? Tick one answer.

 always cold 

 sometimes hot 

 hot and sunny 

 a ltitle bit cool 

Q2:  Where is Tyler moving to? 

Accept the answer ‘Florida’ only.

Q3:  What has Tyler seen so far on his trip? Circle two answers.

Q4: Find and copy two words which describe the bear.

Accept the adjectives ‘big’ and ‘brown’ only, in any order.

Q5: What is the weather like in Florida? How do you know?

Accept answers which state that the weather in Florida is hot, very hot 
or sunny, provided that a reason is given in support of the answer based 
on evidence from the text, such as:

• I think it is very hot because Tyler says that he is sweating.

• It must be hot because Tyler says he’s never going to wear his coat or 
jumper again.

lakes Florida Atlanta zoo a bear
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Tyler’s Big Trip Answers

Q6: What do you think that Tyler will do first in Florida?

Accept answers that predict that Tyler will go to the beach first or 
answers which pertain to him having moved, such as:

• I think Tyler will go straight to the beach.

• I think Tyler will unpack his suitcases.

• I think he will have a look around his new house.
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